Scavenger Hunt

Here is a list of things to find at Awbury! Can you find everything on this list? Mark an X in the box if you find it, and if you know what type it is, you can write its name in the blank.

Remember, look, listen, and touch only—no picking, breaking, catching, or taking things home!

1. a yellow flower
2. a singing bird
3. an evergreen tree
4. a round pebble
5. a spiky plant
6. a red berry
7. a squirrel
8. a beetle
9. a very tall tree
10. a feather
11. a dead log
12. a black bird
13. the sound of water
14. a nut
15. a fuzzy plant
16. an insect sound
17. a pollinator
18. a nest (don’t touch)
19. a worm
20. a sparkly rock
21. a buzzing sound
22. a groundhog
23. an anthill
24. a fern
25. a patch of moss